
 

 
 
 

 
 

The trainings typically take place over two       
days. Law enforcement professionals learn     
about a variety of ways to de-escalate tense        
situations. Meanwhile teens spend time     
talking candidly with a PTI facilitator about       
their perceptions of law enforcement and      
learning how they can likewise reduce      
conflicts. 
 
The real highlight, as noted by past       
participants, is the final session that brings       
teens and law enforcement together over      
lunch and for an afternoon of conversation,       
role-playing and other exercises that open      
minds, challenge assumptions and pave the      
way for better relationships long after the       
event concludes. 
 
“I think the most beneficial part of this training         
is exposing the officers and the youth to frank         
but effective discussion—hopefully creating    
better relationship between the two groups.”      
Salt Lake City Police Officer 
 
“You see police officers in a different light. You         
get to understand their fears, their anxieties. I        
have learned some things that I did not know         
before.”  Orlando Youth 

 

 
 
 

Professional development credit may apply to      
PTI participation. To learn about PTI and how        
to bring our CYCLE curriculum to your agency        
contact the Police Training Institute at      
PTI@fightcrime.org or visit our website at      
www.strongnation.org/PTI 
 
“Connecting Youth & Communities with Law      
Enforcement” (CYCLE) training is a unique      
approach that brings youth and law      
enforcement together to help bridge the gap       
and create safer, healthier communities for      
everyone. Focusing on our key tenets of       
communication, empathy and safety PTI’s     
CYCLE curriculum provides skills to law      
enforcement in the areas of Adolescent Brain       
Development, De-escalation, Implicit Bias and     
Informed Response to Trauma. We also engage       
youth to learn about how they can play an         
important leadership role in their community.      
Bringing youth and law enforcement together      
for meaningful conversations and interactive     
role play scenarios is the icing on the        
cake—making this training unique for     
communities across America”. John Shanks,     
National Director. 
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CONNECTING YOUTH & 

COMMUNITIES WITH LAW 

ENFORCEMENT (CYCLE) 
 

BUILDING BRIDGES – CREATING SAFER –      
HEALTHIER COMMUNITIES FOR OUR OFFICERS     
& YOUTH 
  
Picture this: you’re 15, walking home from       
school and thinking angrily about all the ways        
the world conspires to make things difficult for        
teenagers when a police car glides to the curb         
in front of you. 
You stop, anxiously gripping the straps of your        
backpack as an officer steps out. His eyes meet         
yours, your mind races through images from       
television, films and the news that spark a        
special kind of apprehension in you. 
 
Then you remember that at a recent event you         
met this officer and shared stories. He waves;        
you wave back, remembering how much you       
have in common with the officers who are        
keeping your community safe 

 

 
 



 
 
If that scenario appeals to you, you are not         
alone. Since 2017 hundreds of representatives      
of the law enforcement community have talked       
candidly about their desire to forge stronger       
relationships with people in their communities. 
 
They’ve done this through Town Hall meetings       
that break down communication barriers with      
young people in a fun, engaging way. And        
through trainings—led by current and former      
police officers—that share tools and techniques      
that enable first responders to peacefully      
resolve conflicts. 
 

 
 
As focal points for the Fight Crime: Invest in         
Kids’ Police Training Institute (PTI), these      
events are built around a curriculum designed       
to enhance public safety, reduce violence, and       
encourage positive interactions between law     
enforcement and young people. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Blending real life experience, scientific     
research and proven practices, the trainings: 
 
● Spotlight how challenges related to 
adolescent brain development, unconscious 
biases and cultural 
● differences can be overcome in 
interactions between law enforcement and 
youth; 
● Reveal techniques for defusing 
dangerous situations; and 
● Foster discussions about alternatives 
to youth confinement that reduce crime by 
addressing the root causes of criminal 
behavior. 
 
 

 
Deputy Director Julie Yunker, 
debriefs a role play scenario 

involving a local youth and an 
Orlando PD officer. 

 
 

 
Police & Youth Town Hall Panelist discuss ways to bridge the gap 

 
These are the basics of the PTI “Connecting        
Youth & Communities with Law Enforcement      
(CYCLE)” curriculum, “but what we’re really      
doing is helping people empathize with the       
challenges people in law enforcement are      
facing… and at the same time re-invigorate       
the sense of duty and compassion that led so         
many of us into this career, “says PTI Deputy         
Director Julie Yunker. 
 
If you’re a teenager, it’s also a great        
opportunity for open, honest conversation     
about any conflicts you might have when you        
encounter police in your community. Everyone      
walks away with a deeper sense of compassion        
and understanding of what it’s like to walk in         
someone else’s shoes.”  

 

 
 
“Knowledge is power and training like this       
gives a greater perspective. It helps to bridge        
the gap between youth and police.” Fresno       
Police Officer 



 


